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TUESDAY: WINGERS

ARRIVAL & CHECK-IN: Players check-in at main tent then head to you.

BALL FAMILIARIZATION: Juggling - allow players to pick the ball up and drop on to their thigh, laces or instep. 
Ensure they are standing up straight and contacting the ball in the center of their 
chosen surface. They should not be throwing and chasing. 

WELCOME & INTRO: Reminder of names. Can coach remember them all?

WARM-UP: 24x24 yard grid - with several two-yard gates spread around - players will be given 
2 minutes to practice a skill before they then get 60 seconds to try and perform 
that skill through as many gates as possible (the gate is the defender). Choose skills 
that match the players age & ability, for example; chop, pull-back, Cryuff, scissors, 
shoulder-drop, Maradonna, etc.Advance the game by making yourself a blocker - you 
will not touch any soccer balls, you will simple move from gate-to-gate preventing 
players from going through. You can then have players do this and you can finish by 
allowing defenders to be active - limit them to one touch of the dribblers ball to kick 
it away. 

TECHNIQUE BASED GAME: In your 24x24 yard grid drop a 2x2 yard base at each corner and a 2x2 yard square 
in the middle. Coach is a defender and starts in the middle, players choose any base 
they like to start. Coach shouts go and players must move to a new base as quickly 
as possible. They get a point for each base they get to. If coach can, you will kick their 
ball away (not too far) to stop them from scoring points temporarily. 

To progress you can award players an extra two points if they use an evasive move 
to change direction an extra five points if they manage to dribble through the center 
square or an extra ten points if they manage to do a skill move past you. You may 
choose to play with one of your players as defender. To finish, reset the game; this 
time when coach shouts go, players must dribble to a new base and wait. Coach will 
try to steal the ball off them as they move. If a player’s ball is stolen then they will 
become a defender and help you - make sure you have players wait at the new base 
and only move on your command. Play until only one player remains. 

The goal here is to have players identify space and move there quickly - if they are 
presented with a challenge (defender) they use slower/smaller touches and try to 
beat the defender with skill or speed. 

TACTICAL APPLICATION: Place a small goal at either end of your grid and then divide the grid in half with a 
line of cones (see diagram i). You will play 2v1. The team of two must assign a player 
to each side and they cannot cross over. The defender is assigned to stay in the half 
of the field where the ball starts. The objective is for the player who starts with the 
ball to dribble past the defender and then kick the ball across to their teammate to 
score. You can make it easier to start with by allowing them to play the ball across 
whenever they like. Our goal here is to have the player with the ball be brave and 
take on the defender before making a centering pass/cross for a goal. Make sure you 
switch and rotate players each turn as this exercise should be intensive.
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SMALL-SIDED GAME: You’ll now add a third section to your grid so it looks like diagram ii. This game has 
two teams playing against each other in to a small goal (no goalkeepers). Each team 
must assign a player to each outside area (this is their winger), creating a constant 
1v1 situation, players from the middle area cannot go in the side areas. 

The objective is to get the ball out to the winger where it is less crowded, and then 
receive a cross to the middle to score. Make sure you change the player who is 
playing winger. Work with the winger to ensure they are in a position of support but 
also so they can receive and not be under immediate pressure.

CONDITIONED 
SCRIMMAGE:

Small-sided games based on numbers. Play for 10-15 minutes with players under 
instructions that force them to use today’s skills. For example; you must score off a 
cross, you can only score with your first touch or have players dribble in to an end 
zone to score.

FREE-PLAY: Regular soccer - max 5v5 - give them positions and rotate as needed - we suggest 
small goals and no goalkeepers. Remember that this is still coaching time so try to 
find opportunities to repeat your coaching points.

COACHES CORNER: Deliver content from CC document - this is an extended break so players should fill 
out that day’s scores on their evaluation as well as eating their snack.

RECAP: All players return to welcome area and camp leader discusses that day’s learning 
outcomes. Players stay seated and are initialed out by a parent. Full-day campers 
may have lunch.
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